
MICROSOFT SENTINEL
HEALTH CHECK ASSESSMENT
Discover how to accelerate and optimise your Microsoft
Sentinel security protection with CloudGuard expertise

A S S E S S  S E R V I C E
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CloudGuard's Sentinel
Health Check Assesment

I N T R O D U C T I O N

SCOPE
Microsoft Sentinel is central to your security strategy. Ensuring the
technology is configured optimally is imperative to both its own
performance and the efficacy of your wider cyber security posture.

CloudGuard’s Sentinel experts can work with you to significantly
improve its configuration and overall protection performance.

WHAT THIS MEANS FOR YOU
With extensive experience in deploying, configuring and managing
hundreds of Microsoft Sentinel solutions, CloudGuard are Microsoft
Sentinel experts. 

Over the last 4 years, we have built an extensive and deep
understanding of Microsoft Sentinel best practices, as well as
industry leading automations. 

The CloudGuard assessment benchmarks your Microsoft Sentinel
solution to rapidly assess where solution improvements can be
implemented and how to maintain optimal performance moving
forward. 

From £999
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CloudGuard's Sentinel
Assesment outcomes

W H A T  T O  E X P E C T

CloudGuard’s best practice score card

Microsoft best practice and architecture recommendations

Immediate optimisation recommendations

Future operational and process improvements

Initial workshop with Sentinel service owner (two-three hours)

Recommendations review (one hour) 

SENTINEL ASSESSMENT REPORT
As part of the assessment, you will receive:

WHAT WE NEED FROM YOU
We recognise the demands and pressures on your SOC and SIEM
teams, so we aim to minimise your input time,

The CloudGuard expert analysis between these two phases will take

up to five days to complete.
From £999
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What the Sentinel
Assessment includes

A S S E S S M E N T  B R E A K D O W N

Technical assessment of current Sentinel configuration

Review of implemented Sentinel connectors and optimisation
recommendations

Continually review performance using SentinelHealth

Connector health and performance report

Sentinel analytic rules assessment

Sentinel use case assessment 

Alert tuning performance and score

Analytics performance and management

Log analytics cost optimisation profile

Overall assessment score against CloudGuard best practices
with recommendations

Sentinel analytic reporting dashboard and options

Sentinel threat intelligence performance 

Sentinel EUBA performance and optimisation

Sentinel Logicapps & automation enhancements

Assessment of Sentinel workspaces and workbooks



Sentinel Asessment lifecycle
H O W  W E  W O R K
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From £999



What customers say
T R U S T E D  W I T H  S E C U R I T Y

I am impressed by the expertise and customisation of
CloudGuard's solution and services. As a digital
sustainability bank, we at Radicant are breaking new
ground and focusing on innovative solutions. With
CloudGuard, we have a strong partner at our side who
follows this mindset with the appropriate tools and
specialists in the information security area.
     Christine Fahlberg, CISO at radicant bank

With CloudGuard, we deployed Microsoft Sentinel
which now delivers automated protection, detection
and resolution for our systems, our cloud platform and  
tools - we recommend CloudGuard to our customers
in enabling an end to end secure experience.”
     Mark Hill, MD at Kamozo
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Meet CloudGuard
W H O  W E  A R E

CloudGuard is a global Microsoft Sentinel specialist.

Our approach is based on helping SMB and SME organisations realise and
continually improve security posture using an automation-led approach with
the Microsoft Security stack. 

We develop, implement and maintain a wide array of custom Sentinel
connectors into AWS, Google, Salesforce, network and storage technologies,
as well as our extensive library of automation tools. 

The CloudGuard team is completely customer focused, as well as being
highly certified across the Microsoft security portfolio. 

Whatever your cyber security maturity and goals, our experts are here to help
and support continual improvement.

CloudGuard CEO – Matt

With more than 30 years' IT industry
experience mostly in IT security and
application development, Matt is both a
CEO and Board advisory to a number of
businesses. He is familiar with business
challenges and building ROI investment
cases, as well as optimising cyber
strategies across all industries. 

CloudGuard CTO – Javid

With more than 20 years' IT industry
experience, mostly in cloud and
Infrastructure services management,
Javid has worked as a partner and
consultant in leading advisory
businesses. He is familiar with emerging
cyber security challenges in multi-cloud
services, as well as building and
optimising XDR capabilities using
automation. 

Our founders
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ARRANGE YOUR SENTINEL HEALTH
CHECK ASSESSMENT NOW FROM £999

hello@cloudguard.ai

cloudguard.ai/contact-us

C O N T A C T  U S

mailto:hello@cloudguard.ai
https://cloudguard.ai/

